When Bryn Mawr opened in 1933, President Park announced the coming of a most distinguished foreign visitor to the Faculty, Dr. Emmy Noether. Among mathematicians that name always brings a stir of recognition; the group in this vicinity waited with excitement and many plans for Dr. Noether's arrival. At Bryn Mawr there was much discussion and and rearrangement of schedule, so that graduate students might be free to read and consult with Miss Noether until she was ready to offer definitely scheduled courses. For many reasons it seemed that a slow beginning might have to be made; the graduate students were not trained in Miss Noether's special field, -the language might prove a barrier -, after the academic upheaval in Göttingen the matter of settling into a new and puzzling environment might have to be taken into account. When she came, all of these barriers were suddenly non-existent, swept away by the amazing vitality of the women whose fame as the inspiration of countless young workers had reached America long before she did. In a few weeks the class of four graduates was finding that Miss Noether could and would use every minute of time and all the depth of attention that they were willing to give. In this second year her work had become an integral part of the department; she had taken on an honors student, her group of graduates has included three research fellows here on scholarships or fellowships specially awarded to take full advantage of her presence, and the first Ph. D. dissertation directed at Bryn Mawr by Miss Noether has just gone to the Committee bearing her recommendation.
Professor Brauer in speaking yesterday of Miss Noether's powerful influence professionally and personally among the young scholars who surrounded her in Göttingen said that they were called the Noether family, and that when she had to leave Göttingen, she dreamed of building again somewhere what was destroyed then. We realize now with pride and thankfulness that we saw the beginning of a new "Noether family" here. To Miss Noether her work was as inevitable and natural as breathing, a background for living taken for granted; but that work was only the core of her relation to students. She lived with them and for them in a perfectly un-selfishness way. She looked on the world with direct friendliness and unfeigned interest, and she wanted them to do the same. She loved to walk, and many a Saturday with five or six students she tramped the roads with a fine disregard for bad weather. Mathematical meetings at the University of Pennsylvania, at Princeton, at New York, began to watch for the little group, slowly growing, which always brought something of the freshness and buoyance of its leader.
Outside of the academic circle, Miss Noether continually delighted her American friends by the avidity with which she gathered information about the American environment. She was proud of the fact that she spoke English from the very first; she wanted to know how things were done in America, whether it were giving a tea or taking a Ph. D., and she attacked each single subject with the disarming candor and vigorous attention which won every one who knew her.
Emmy Noether might have come to America as a bitter person, or a despondent person. She came instead in open friendliness, pleased beyond measure to go on working as she had, even in circumstances so different from from the ones she had loved. And our final consolation is that she made here too a place that was hers alone. We feel not only greatly honoured that she wanted to stay and work with us; we feel profoundly thankful for the assurance that her friends have brought to us -that her two short years at Bryn Mawr were happy ones. 
